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By GARY LAM

Ascent Growth Partners is a
growth & innovation firm with
offices in Singapore and South
Africa. Saar Ben-Attar, who
founded the firm in 2016 recalls
‘I have always been fascinated
by the natural phenomenon of
growth. What makes us grow
and how do we come together
as an organisation, to achieve
something significant? From
the outset, the firm recognised
that many organisations were
seeking opportunities beyond
their core business. As digital
technologies disaggregate
existing industries and value
chains, organisations face
transformation challenges and
growth opportunities that
require them to ‘jump’ across
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conventional boundaries that
used to define their ‘space’ –
entering new markets,
commercialise new
innovations, connect more
deeply with customers and
become more agile and
adaptive. This remains a
formidable challenge.
Over the past few years, Ascent
Growth Partners has won many
accolades. Featured by Yale
University’s School of
Management at its May 2021
Alumni event, for its work in
helping organisations
accelerate transformation, in
industries facing disruption,
and more recently launching a
strategic partnership with the
Center for the Future of
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of Organization at the Peter F.
Drucker School of
Management, in the US. But
the greatest recognition has
come from our clients and
partners who reap the rewards
of working together, to achieve
their growth ambitions and
business outcomes, says Saar.
Reflecting on this success, he
adds ‘We are often called in
once a client is in the midst of
transformation. They have a
clear vision of what they would
like to achieve, they have taken
some bold steps and invested
in digital transformation, at
times have had consultants
working with them to shape
the strategy, but now as they
navigate the journey, the CEO
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and their leadership team
would like a second opinion,
they would like to confirm that
no ‘navigational errors’ were
made. They would like an
objective party taking a datadriven yet human-centered
look at their business’ growth
path and bring new insights
into their transition.

dimensions – from the
leadership mindset they
employ to the management of
their innovation portfolio and
how new value can be
unlocked along distinct growth
paths, so they can make more
informed choices. This does
not necessarily mean a change
in direction. In fact, in most
cases, what clients have
witnessed is an acceleration of
their transition, and especially
in these three (3) areas:

This is where our Discovery
process comes in. With a truly
international team and an
ecosystem-led approach,
which can be facilitated
entirely in a digital setting, we
are able, in a short period of
time, to have a very candid
conversation with the
leadership team, assessing
their transition along multiple

Leadership teams adopt
new mindsets, navigating
beyond long-held
paradigms in their industry
– in essence, ‘seeing with
new eyes’
Innovations in Technology
as well as Management
practice – with teams
working effectively across
org. boundaries and with
external partners
New capabilities are
acquired – through
partnerships, venturing and
M&A
As example which come to
mind is our work with an
energy company, with a
significant fossil fuels business.
Well respected for their
management calibre and
engineering capabilities, they
have been on the journey to
becoming a cleaner and more
diversified business for over
three years, when we were first
approached. They have made
much progress during this
time, along their digital
transformation, building new
skills and a portfolio of earlystage investments valued at
over $100m. The Diagnostic
process took just four (4) weeks
to complete, at the end of
which we could have a very
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candid conversation about not only their state of progress but new options, to accelerate and solidify their growth.
In a span of a year which followed, they have doubled their clean energy ambitions to a 2 000MW portfolio,
launched innovative partnerships with local economic zones and communities, and have a critical mass of over 200
young leaders, who are driving digital innovation at scale, across the ecosystem, some are building new ventures in
high-growth areas, beyond the organisation’s reach.
With organisations emerging from the pandemic, to face an uneven recovery, shifting customer preferences and
new technologies adopted at a scale not seen before, we are often asked, what can such organisations achieve, in
the midst of transition, over a 5-10 year period? Some time back, we invited renowned economist, Dr. Adrian Saville,
to share highlights of his study into 5 000 organisations in transition, and the results have shown remarkable
correlation with our work. Over a 10-year period, these future-fit organisations and their leaders anticipate new
opportunities, innovate new solutions and outperform their industry peers, by nearly 2:1 (measured by Total
Shareholder Returns)(1)
For any CEO thinking of how to reshape or accelerate their growth and transformation efforts, there could be no
clearer proof.

SAAR BEN-ATTAR
DIRECTOR AT
ASCENT GROWTH
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